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How Trauth Dairy Utilized Unique Pumps to Sweeten Production
It’s all about the taste of excellence at Trauth Dairy,
and has been since 1920. The 15-acre facility in northern Kentucky is home to milk, ice cream, fruit-juice,
cultured and yogurt products. Trauth’s drive to perfection matches that of the seepex mission. This, and a
strong reputation or quality at Dean Foods, resulted in
a new multiple pump yogurt packaging facility.
Food production has very stringent governmental
standards, which can be difficult and expensive to
meet. Pumps must be cleaned during every production
cycle and must be easily cleaned in place (CIP). The
internal, wetted parts must pass an aseptic test and
must meet 3-A standards. Seepex more than meets
these standards. When Trauth Dairy decided to build a
new yogurt facility, it turned to seepex.
Trauth Dairy needed a pump that could reliably
pump yogurt from their storage tanks to packaging
equipment. The pumps needed to run at a production
temperature of 120 degrees F, while being able to sustain 140 to 160 degrees F, CIP temperatures. This shift
in temperature will expand and contract the rubber stator material within the pump and usually requires using
undersized rotors. This not only can get expensive, but
can also open up tolerances during CIP and require
premature replacement of the rotor and stator, which
are the most expensive components in the pump.
The sanitary pumps with even wall stators were
designed for this exact service. Even wall stators can
tolerate such
temperature
differences,
while maintaining the quality
of the yogurt,
due to the
extremely low
shear rates of
the pumping

elements. The two pumps were installed to transfer
both primary and flavored yogurt. They have a CIP port
located at the lowest point in the piping, which makes
cleaning easy and allows the system to be drained of
all cleaning liquids before yogurt processing starts.
This minimizes
the amount of
product wasted
after CIP. Dean
Foods had
experience with
seepex pumps
in other facilities
and specifically
asked to make
seepex the standard at Trauth.
Trauth recently added two
more flavored
yogurt pumps
to its packaging
line. The pumps
are pushing
flavored yogurt to a packaging machine. Low pressure
moves the yogurt to a system, which fills the containers
with yogurt, seals and packages the product.
The pumps have been in production for three years
without problem. Rodem, a local seepex distributor
worked closely with Steve Starke at Trauth to improve
their system. Plans are already underway to build a
sustainable water pretreatment center. Trauth is
conscious about the environment, which makes them
popular with their neighbors along the Ohio River.
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